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					A digital magazine of the SME Assembly 2018 in Graz, Austria
Generating 4,16 trillion EUR of value
added and employing 94,8 million
people in the non-financial business
economy in 2017, SMEs continue to
be the most important element of
the EU economy. This growth is expected to continue with figures for
SMEs in the EU-28 indicating that
SMEs will create around 2,7 million
new jobs in 2018 - 2019.
The 2018 SME Assembly brought together 600 entrepreneurs, investors,
policy-makers, researcher and media,
to ‘Connect. Share. Innovate.’ The
focus was on the continuous search
for methods on how to make SME
policy work for those concerned, i.e.

for our entrepreneurs and their employees.
Bringing together the learning
and experience of participants and
speakers throughout the two days,
the Assembly culminated in the creation of ‘A Manifesto for an Innovative Europe’. Put together with
the help of those who matter in European SME policy, the Manifesto is
intended as a contribution to reflect
on and practice helping companies
to bring about everyday innovation
for everyday companies.
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Governor of Steiermark, Hermann Schützenhöfer welcomed
the delegates to Graz. He highlighted the innovativeness of the
region and the need for both high-tech, highly innovative companies and more traditional SMEs.
From left to right: H. Schützenhöfer, I. Schwimann, B. Eibinger-Miedl,
M. Schramböck, M. Scheffer

Monday

19 November

The European SME Week Reception

			

Bronwyn H. Hall (Professor Emerita of Economics, University of California, Berkely) on ‘Tax policy for innovation’.
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Tuesday

		

20 November

		

Barbara Eibinger-Miedl, Regional
Minister for Economy of Steiermark,
Margarete Schramböck, Austrian
Federal Minister for Digital and Economic Affairs as well as Günther
H. Oettinger, Member of the European Commission for Budget and
Human Resources, opened the SME
Assembly 2018. Each offered their
perspective on the challenges facing SMEs and highlighted initiatives
and learnings from their own contexts such as digitalisation, workforce development and meeting
the skills gap as well as accessing
finance. Barbara Eibinger-Miedl
spoke to her experience of the importance of co-operation between
larger and smaller companies as in
as well as developing strong links

Opening Keynotes

between research institutes and
universities, as it happens every
day in Steiermark, one of the most
innovative regions in Europe. This
created a successful ecosystem of
research and innovation. In supporting SMEs to respond to digitalisation, Margarete Schramböck,
spoke of tailor-made programmes
for SMEs and finance and the creation of support centres so that
SMEs can become involved and
find their place in digital transformation. Following Austria’s example, she called for Digitalisation
Agencies across Europe to provide dedicated support for SME’s.
Günther H. Oettinger called for
more investment in digital infrastructure and the need to quickly
roll out 5G across Europe. He underlined the values SMEs represent
for Europe and the importance
they have for the ecosystems in

			Mentoring Workshop
Moderated by Sabine Soeder, three
mentors and mentees, Michael
Kokkinos, Alex Thomson Mizzi and
Dilek Topkara shared their precious
experience of mentoring in their
business development. Laurent
Roux from EIT shared a mentoring
program perspective.

known, building an international
Database Platform with clusters for
the industry, research and governmental structures.
Presentation Michael Kokkinos,
and presentation Laurent Roux

The main insights from the participants centered around the question
of what are the most important elements of mentoring: be able to
listen, help to grow, clarify why you
are doing this. How can we increase
access to mentoring programs?
Making programs like Erasmus for
Young Entrepreneurs even more
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which they operate.
All speakers identified ways of addressing the skills gap by ensuring
that young people receive appropriate careers advice, a dual education system providing vocational
skills development with other qualifications, including at university
level, and more digitally focussed
qualifications integrating e-commerce and digital apprenticeships.
Click here to watch the keynotes.

			Big Debate
Moderated by Lord Andrew
Lansley, the Big Debate invited two
teams to debate the motion
‘If we want everything to remain as
it is, everything must change’
Team A – Cecilia Bonefeld-Dahl, Director General of DITGITALEUROPE,
and Martin Bell, Global Venture
- Business Advisor, Bell Ventures argued for the proposition; Team
B - Jan Ståhlberg, CEO of Data
Process Innovation, and Christina
Iacovidou, CEO and owner Cleopatra Hotel and chair of the Nicosia
Hotel Owners’ Association, argued
against.
Team A built from the understanding that change is already happening and that it is, therefore, important for SMEs to acknowledge this
and respond appropriately. Cecilia
Bonefeld-Dahl, noted three ‘Big
C’s’: The Competencies we need
to engage with technology, the
changes that are happening to the
Common market which will see two
thirds of the EUs unicorns exiting
with the UK and Brexit, and changes
in the capital market. The third C being Culture, she argued that without
responding to that changes are

			

to unequalities. It is essential, he
argued, that we develop resilience
which is knowledge based. Similarly, Christina Iacovidou, argued that
without strong core values guiding
business, which recognise our social
and environmental responsibilities,
change can be led in very negative
directions.
The audience vote favoured Team B
and against the motion.
Presentation of Cecilia BonefeldDahl
Presentation of Jan Ståhlberg

Building our Land of Enterprise

Moderated by Wiebke Herding,
three entrepreneurs, Yasmine
El-Mehairy, Coushies, Ulrike Rabmer-Koller, Rabmer Group, and
John Mizzi, Bond.One, told their
stories of starting enterprises and
shared their perspective on what is
needed for a thriving land of enterprise.
The panel highlighted that countries have a responsibility to connect and support the enterprise
ecosystem, particularly by bridging
public and private sectors. Here,
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already happening, external influence will destabilise European culture. Martin Bell argued that with
change being the only constant,
SMEs are particularly well placed to
capitalise on changes, being more
agile and more able to integrate developments without too much cost
and at a quicker pace.
Team B concentrated on the importance of keeping values at the heart
of SMEs and not assuming that
change is an inherent good. Jan
Ståhlberg emphasised that change
does impact everyone equally due

Finland was highlighted as a good
example. It was suggested there is
a need to shift the mindset away
from short-term profit recognising that collaborations and relationships need time and resources
to develop. Entrepreneurs were
invited to recognise the need for
balance between clear value proposition and change. The need for
advice, support and expertise at
the right times was consistently
highlighted. Personal capacities of
staying open, continuously learning and being generous with ones

time were noted by the panellists.
There was a clear recommendation
for ensuring that employees are truly supported to develop their skills.
Finally, there was the affirmation of
the importance of governments to
‘think small first’, concentrating effort on engaging and working with
smaller businesses and making it
easier for them to compete in the
creation and delivery of products
and services.

							

Women Entrepreneurship Issues

This (invitation only) breakout session, hosted by Dana Puia Morel
and Carsten Schierenbeck, focused
on how to support women entrepreneurs by identifying needs and
barriers and looking into actions
that can be done together, with all
participating stakeholders.

the same sector. This goes hand in
hand with the need of mentoring,
peer-learning and having tailored
trainings that can be easily accessed.
Further, creating dedicated spaces/
labs for women entrepreneurs could
increase visibility and foster community building.

Besides enabling flexible structural conditions (available child-care,
part-time work etc.), 50 participants
called for a few actions to be either
continued or initiated from scratch.

Special emphasis was put on raising
awareness and empowering female
entrepreneurs via communication
campaigns and sharing good practices, for example on platforms like
WEgate and the Enterprise Europe
Network. In addition, inspiring role
models could increase the confidence of potential entrepreneurs,
including when pitching to investors.

All participants expressed the need
to be connected to other female
entrepreneurs and support organizations. Hence, there was a call
for increased access to networks
and business partner, especially in

Last but not least, there was a call
for access to more flexible finance, in
particular micro-financing, involving
banks, development agencies and
venture capital, as well as a potential
female scale-ups investment program.
Participants concluded the session
by agreeing on the need of developing a women entrepreneurship
strategy, where all the above actions could be included in a coherent, strategic way.

			Invest EU
This session explored the critical factors of Venture Capital & Private Equity required for successful investment
from the investors and entrepreneur’s perspective.
Pekka Maki - What is important for VC or PE Investors?
Emma Fau
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Innovative
			Invest
EU
Europe
This session afforded participants
the possibility to propose and develop concrete measures in response to
the central question:
‘What actions must we take to help
innovation flourish in Europe’s
SMEs?’ and by that set the agenda
for the afternoon and for the future:
Irmfried Schwimann, Deputy Director General, DG GROW, opened this
session. In reviewing the journey of
the Assembly, from Luxembourg to
the implementation of Start-up to
Scale-up initiative, she noted it was
now time to look forward and for
SMEs to use this decisive moment in
Europe to innovate so we can keep
moving forward. She invited everyone present to use this session to
work on what is important to them
and help create a Manifesto for an
innovative Europe, so that Europe’s
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can SMEs can continue to grow.
Bronwyn H. Hall (Prof. Eremita, University of California, Berkeley) outlined her perspective on how taxation affects innovation. In particular,
she reflected on options available for
using tax and subsidies to support
research and development. Looking
first at intellectual patent boxes, she
argued they are not an effective way
to resource innovation as they reward those who have already been
lucky, effectively subsidizing work
that has already financially benefited. She then turned to the use of a
tax credits system, already in use by
many countries, and argued that for
SMEs that are loss-making, this is not
an incentive. Instead, she proposed
the alternative of credit reduction
on social security charges on the
staff involved in R&D work. In this

way, the start-up gets the benefit of
reduced staff costs in the early stages, directly reducing their outgoings.
This approach has already been
adopted by The Netherlands.
Closing, she reflected on what the
real obstacles to innovating are for
SMEs. First, she suggested that it is
worth thinking about how obstacles
differ in different sectors, so if R&D
isn’t a significant factor in one sector, then what else is. Finally, she observed that the money that is available for SMEs is too big and called for
smaller amounts that provide easier
access to finance at an intermediate
level.
Conversation Records

						European Enterprise Promotion Awards
Since 2006 we celebrate diverse projects
from Europe that have entrepreneurship at
their heart.
The categories and winners of 2018 are:
Grand Jury Prize:
Lean Landing, Denmark
Promoting the Entrepreneurial Spirit:
Piraeus Blue Entrepreneurship, Greece
Investing in Entrepreneurial Skills:
Winner i2c STARTacademy, Austria
Improving the Business Environment:
Open Innovation 4.0., Spain
Supporting the Internationalisation of
Business:
Kasvu Open – company growth sparring
programme, Finland
Supporting the Development of Green
Markets and Resource Efficiency:
Matosinhos Carbon-zero Living Lab enhanced by local carbon market, Portugal
Responsible and Inclusive Entrepreneurship:
ProjectTogether, Germany
You can watch the winners here
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									Youth Essay Competition

Wednesday
21 November

This year young people (18- 25)
from across Europe were invited to
respond to the question
‘What steps do businesses and
government need to take to be
more innovative?’
Katarzyna Bałucka-Dębska moderated the session with three winning essays which had been selected by the jury presided by Kristin
Schreiber. Joakin Davidsson,
Marija Elena Borg and Ngaio Olsen
Stahl presented their essays to the

			

Marija Elena, (24 years old) from
Malta, the winner of the Essay
competition, argued that leaders
should support all employees in
creative thinking and persuing projects of their own choice to create
a culture of active innovators, who
embrace mistakes and learning
and are connected in Public Private
Partnerships which leads to an increase in return on investment as
well as increased design and operational innovation. Presentation
and Essay

entrepreneurs as well as all levels of
governments, who should engage
and hire particularly young people
and neglected talent. This includes
events in schools and rural areas
as well as reducing emissions to a
migration process for sharing skills
and learnings. Essay
Ngaio, (22) from France, argued
that in future trends you find which
is in digtalisation, globalisation,
ecology and in their interdependence as DGG - Digital, Global, Green
and each will require entrepreneurs
and government to respond in different ways.
Presentation and Essay

Joakim, (21) from Sweden, drew
on the current ecological and sustainability challenge to argue that
innovation should be embraced by

Scale-up Lab with KICs, Clusters and Member States

Taking input from a number of
speakers, participants were invited
to feed in their experience and understanding of what is needed to
really support enterprises on their
journey from start-up to scaleups. The workshop agreed specific
recommendations for a European
Scale-up mechanism:
• Connect existing initiatives, actors and support offers in order
to interconnect the European
ecosystems to address current
challenges (digitalisation, climate change, sustainability etc.)
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Assembly audience who then voted on their favourite.

•

•
•

Invest in skills: recruit skilled
managers and offer on the job
training; allow them to become
mentors Lisbeth Valther from
Scale-up Denmark stressed “If
you want to be good at something you need to train. Some
say it takes 10,00 hours to become an expert.
Create an EU community of
scale-ups
Use “clusters as leaders of
change”, stressed by European
Cluster Manager of the Year
Bianca Dragomir, and encour-

•

•
•

age accelerating partnerships
to give SMEs better access to
Create a European business
ecosystem to offer access to
local competencies, investors,
mentors, and other bigger
players; this will allow the use
of local resources
Help winners emerge and invest in them
Combine different support services with actual funding thus
becoming “smart money”

				

				Closing
The Closing of the 2018 SME Assembly was moderated by André Meyer. Kristin Schreiber introduced as the
main outcome of the conference ‘A Manifesto for an Innovative Europe’ which has been developed from recommendations, examples and conversations that had happened over the 2 days of the Assembly.
Daisy Kopera thanked the organisers and delegates on behalf of the City of Graz.
The baton was then handed over to Petri Peltonen, the Finnish SME Envoy, for the
2019 SME Assembly in Helsinki.
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			Manifesto																			

		Citizens Dialogue										
In the context of the SME Assembly Barbara Eibinger-Miedl and
Irmfried Schwimann discussed with interested citizens European
economic policy.
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																			Masterclasses and Policy Sessions *
A One to One Interview with an
‘Ideas from Europe’ Winner
In his interview with Brendan
Bruce, Gerhard Dust, CEO of
Polycare explained how he came
to invent this revolutionary new
building block system (using desert sand) which allows unskilled
people to build their own homes.
In this fascinating conversation, he
discussed the importance of pursuing dreams, vision, resilience and
experience in entrepreneurship;
how to learn from mistakes; the
values and principles he brought
to bear when building the company; and what the future is for this
idea which is now doing so much
good in the world.

Masterclass: Blockchain
Financial services are the most
interesting application of the
blockchain technology. Traditional financial transactions can take
up to three days. The blockchain
technology would allow immediate settlement and full transparency. This has not happened yet
due to regulation. However, in the
future all assets will probably be
tokenised. Blockchain also enables
start-ups and SMEs to raise money
through ICOs. Currently, US heavy
regulations discourage innovation
this means that the EU has a great
opportunity to take the lead with
favourable legislation.
Presentation

Policy Session: Business Beyond
Borders – Encouraging more
SMEs to take advantage of the
EU’s FTAs
Two SMEs (the Aichhorn Group
and Diasen) explained how they
developed a successful export
strategy geared to selected FTA

partner countries, taking advantage of the reduced or zero customs duties in these countries.
Through discussion, participants
then identified priorities for action.
First priority: Enhancing SME
awareness and information
The debate demonstrated that
many SMEs are unaware that by
demonstrating that their product
has enough European content,
they can have access to preferential treatment. It, also, illustrated
that numerous SMEs decide not
to apply for the zero tariff because
they find the rules and procedures
too complicated.
Second Priority: Simplifying the
administrative procedures linked
to FTAs
A strong need was felt for establishing a central EU digital tool
where all relevant information
is made accessible to SMEs in a
user-friendly fashion. Inserting
an SME Chapter in FTAs should
become a standard approach in
the future EU negotiations with
third countries, building on the
interesting model of the SME
Chapter in the EU-Japan FTA. The
SME community should be consulted at an early stage regarding
the content of these SME chapters.
Possible players who could provide
enhanced basic and enhanced
information are: business organisations, customs authorities and the
EEN (the Europe Enterprise Network). Each Member State should
develop an action plan mobilising
these resources in an optimal way.
The best practices at customs’ level
should be widely disseminated. It
should become easy for an SME to
demonstrate that its product or its
service qualifies for a preferential
tariff. An enhanced EU digital tool
should describe, for any product,
the preferential tariff set by each of

the EU trading partners. This digital
tool should also describe the rules
of origin that a given product must
comply with in the various export
markets in order to benefit from a
preferential tariff.
Strategic Perspective: FTAs
New FTA negotiations should be
launched with a range of countries, with a special focus on the
Asian markets, which are developing fast.
Strong efforts should be made to
try to harmonize the design of the
various FTAs. There should be a
true harmonisation of the technical rules that are referred to in the
FTAs. When ISO standards are selected for implementing rules, they
should be properly implemented,
without adding supplementary
rules.
To implement the above action
priorities, continuous dialogue is
needed between authorities and
stakeholders about the use of the
FTAs and problems encountered,
for instance at the level of existing
Customs Policy Groups and Trade
Policy consultative Committees
and other fora.
Policy Session: SME Economic
Performance Review in 2018
The SME Performance Review is
one of the main tools the European Commission uses to monitor
and assess countries’ progress in
implementing the Small Business
Act (SBA) on a yearly basis. With
an emphasis on the measures from
the SBA Action Plan, the review
brings comprehensive information
on the performance of SMEs in EU
countries and other partner countries. It consists of two parts: an
annual report on European SMEs
and SBA country fact sheets.
Presentation
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			Masterclasses and Policy Sessions * 									
Masterclass: Public Procurement
Three speakers, Sally Low
(Loweurope), Robert Miskuf (Pedal Consulting), Angelika Hoess,
(ABZ Bayern), offered their experience on competing for public
procurement tenders.
In sharing their learning, the panel
highlighted the importance of
ensuring you have signed up to
relevant portals and websites to
learn about tenders and building
consortiums but in doing so being
clear on the skill sets that are needed for the consortium to function
properly. Noting that tender
documents can be very long and
technical which require clear and
precise reading of them, specific
mention was made of Tenderdeo,
a pan European network of consultancy firms who know their local
areas and international context.
In responding to a question on
how to respond to delayed payments as a sub-contractor, the
panel pointed to the Tendereo
late payment directive and, when
working in consortium, the importance of having conversations
about payment early in the relationship, not when work has
started.
Offering advice for how to win
your first contract, the panel noted
that keeping overheads small
means you can cope with payment
terms. The need to put your mind
in the head of the contractors and
observe the other side of the fence
to understand why some decisions
are made the way they are. Focus
on under threshold tenders that
are not so demanding in terms
of time preparation or technical
references and don’t expect to win
the first time – it will happen if you
are consistent.
Angelika Hoess
Robert Miskuf
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Masterclass: Scaling-up with
former EEPA Winner
This project helps entrepreneurs
with incomes below the poverty
line to avoid bankruptcy. This is
done with the support of students
in economics and accountancy, as
well as former entrepreneurs or
managers who provide coaching
services. After a successful pilot,
the initiative has been helping
around 200 entrepreneurs per
year. Since 2016 the initiative has
been scaled-up with five new business cases in the Netherlands and
a project in Tampere, Finland. The
non-profit is now trying to share
the concept with potential partners and hope to reach as many
entrepreneurs as possible in the
whole of Europe.
Scaling up a concept in Europe Rob Gringhuis

Masterclass: Smart Machines
and AI
In this workshop experts in the
fields of the economics of technological change and innovation,
transformation processes and
inequality offered perspectives on
the digital revolution.
Digitalization: Entrepreneurial
Challenges – Richard Sturn
Smart Machines, Smart Contracts
and AI – Rita Strohmaier
Policy Session: Bridging the
Skills Gap
Identifying the challenges of
increasing demand for qualified
workers and rapidly evolving and
changing competencies due to
digitalisation and globalization, it
was recommended to develop entrepreneurship education as a tool
to guide and inspire young people,
create mechanisms and opportuni-

ties for internal and external movement to help tackle regional skills
mismatch and to make it easier to
understand the different skills in
different contexts, including access
to tertiary vocational education. In
Austria, specific initiatives included
fostering entrepreneurial thinking
and education by setting up a cooperation between the Ministry for
Digital and Economic affairs and
enterprises, promoting training in
digital skills, a newly founded digitalization agency, and companies
being more directly involved in the
vocational training development
perspective. For example, Austria
has now introduced apprenticeships for ‘e-commerce’ and ‘application development’.
Skills Challenge - Ben Butters
Qualification as the key - Dr.
Christine Juen
Developing entrepreneurship
competencies - Matthias Tschirf
Actionable Labour Market insights - Mirek Pospisil

Policy Session: Implementing
Ideas from Europe
This workshop explored in more
detail the Ideas from Europe
process which it argued has the
potential to change the way we
support innovators in Europe and
allows feasible and scalable solutions to scale faster and more efficiently. To reach its full potential,
the signatories must work together
in the development of Ideas from
Europe. This needs commitment in
providing resources. The workshop
developed its own manifesto.
Presentation Linda
Manifesto_Ideas_from_Europe

									Masterclasses and Policy Sessions *
Good Practice - GOOD PRACTICE
to let innovation flourish – from
Europe for Europe
Good Practice 1
Anton Vella (MEAINDEX, Malta
Employers Association)
anton.vella@maltaemployers.com:
Topic? What is it all about?
MEAINDEX index.maltaemployers.
com
It’s the online toolbox for business
entrepreneurs (unique online
platform)
Why? To facilitate access for information and make you understand
better the local business ecosystem. It is a source full of knowledge about SME’s schemes and
incentives locally and at European
level. It’s also a directory of all entities related to business ecosystem.
This includes government licencing authorities, regulatory bodies,
NGOs, associations and organisations which assists SMEs.

nect OPEN Innovation with teacher
and professor training. Use Erasmus programmes for non-formal
education of teachers and trainers
to European and innovative SMEs
and start-ups.
Why? We need to transfer experience and entrepreneurship skills to
new generations.
Who and for Whom? NGOS, training companies, universities, innovative entrepreneurs for teachers,
trainers and professors.
Where? All European countries
and especially for Spain, Greece
Abend Italy.

*NB – Feedback from all masterclasses and policy sessions was
kindly provided by the session
moderator or support staff.

Who and for Whom? Mainly it’s
for potential entrepreneur’s - startup students and upscaling SMEs.
It facilitates to reduce bureaucracy
in setting up a business and brings
you closer to the stakeholders
within the business ecosystem.
Where? This was launched in
Malta just 5 months ago. Everyone
can access it for free, but it can
be easily replicated anywhere in
Europe.
An innovative initiative taken by
the SME Help Desk within the Malta association of employers.
Good Practice 2:
Voice from Italy
Topic? What is it all about? Con13
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Space for your personal notes

Directorate - General
for Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs
November 2018
You can find the photos of the event here

Design + production of the SME Magazine by CoCreativeFlow
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